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OVERVIEW
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LEVEL OVERVIEW
Location
The level takes place on 'Sector T4', an outdoor Martian station, in an industrial complex managing containers.

Specific features
The level should be designed by keeping in mind the player’s core mechanics such as the climb, wall run and slide 
mechanics.
The level has been designed to use various types of enemies such as enemies who can jump on the platforms to attack 
the player.

Walkthrough
The player arrives in the arena through a door. He activates a switch that spawns enemies waves until a climax. Then 
the player killed all the enemies and will now activate the switch opening the exit door from the arena leading to the 
next level.
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DESIGN GOALS
Arena
Open area with enemies coming into the level, with a scope similar to a DOOM 4 arena of medium to small size.
An arena that allows great mobility, with advantageous positions and pickups.

Encourage the use of the game's core mechanics
A level with verticality to offer opportunities to use the mechanics of the core gameplay such as slide, climb and wall 
run mechanics. The player will be focused on the enemies around him and the level must help him to move without 
breaking his flow.
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THEME - DOOM 4 OUTDOOR MARS
The level takes place in an environment similar to that found in DOOM 4, outside Mars, with a mixture of futuristic 
industrial technology and a rocky/sandy surface.
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LEVEL BLOCKOUT
Modular Kit
The level blockout was produced using the Xavier Loux modular kit available on the UE4 Marketplace as well as BSPs 
and the UE4.22 terrain.
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https://www.unrealengine.com/marketplace/en-US/slug/blocking-starter-pack


LEVEL STRUCTURE
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Node map showing the relationships between spaces



BLOCKOUT OVERVIEW
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BLOCKOUT LEGEND
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Wear trace on a 
vertical surface 
indicating that it is 
interesting to wall 
run here.

An enemy spawn 
point.

A pickup. The switch to start 
the arena.

The switch to 
open the exit 
door.

Wear trace on a 
ground surface 
indicating that it is 
interesting to slide 
here.



LAYOUT & CIRCULATION
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LEVEL LAYOUT - Overview
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CIRCULATION - Walk & Climb
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CIRCULATION - Simple ‘Big’ Jump
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CIRCULATION - Slide
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CIRCULATION - Wall Run (+ Jump)
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Enemies spawn points
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Note
Not all enemies are present 
when the player arrives in the 
arena. They arrive gradually 
depending on the player's 
position and other scripted 
events (see DOOM 4).

Here is shown some possible 
appearance point.



AREA OVERVIEW
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Area 1
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Area 2
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Area 3
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The Pit
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SIGHTLINES
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Arrivée dans l’arène
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Note
Not all enemies are 
present when the 
player arrives in the 
arena. They arrive 
gradually depending 
on the player's 
position and other 
scripted events (see 
DOOM 4).

Here is shown some 
possible appearance 
point.



Slide
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Wall run
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Wall run
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Wall run
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Wall run
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Wall run
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